The Digital Building:
The advantages of smart building
automation for today’s enterprises
More and more companies today are realizing the cost,
efficiency and energy-saving benefits of “the digital
building”—a new trend made possible by the advent of
IoT technology.
The one defining characteristic that makes a digital building
different from any other building is the interconnectedness
of its systems. Video cameras, lighting and environmental
sensors, wireless-access points, security devices and LED
lighting are all connected to an IP network infrastructure
using a backbone of category structured cabling. These
connected devices work in coordination with control systems,
applications and analytics—collecting data and offering
valuable insights into energy usage, occupancy and other
building conditions.
A digital building is a “smarter” and highly optimized facility—
where sensor-driven devices can automate lights and
temperature, send notifications that maintenance is needed
and issue alarms when there’s a security breach.
Here are some of the specific advantages:

• Asset digitization
The ability for IoT sensors to capture real-time data about
critical HVAC assets such as chillers, cooling towers and
rooftop unit (RTUs)—key information about fan speeds,
vibration and flow rates, compressor run times, and total
energy consumption—facilitates the monitoring of these
assets, as well as cost analysis.
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• Artificial intelligence (AI) and big data
The potential for inexpensive wireless sensors to produce
actionable intelligence that can be used for predictive
maintenance has vast implications for building managers
and owners. Having ongoing data about various HVAC
assets, for example, allows them to take proactive
measures to prevent emergency outages and eliminate the
need for repair costs down the line. It’s a welcome change
from reactive maintenance that can save businesses
anywhere from 12 percent to 18 percent.

• Energy efficiency
IoT-enabled monitoring of electric, water and gas meters
is not only a vast improvement on manual meter reading,
it provides the ability to remotely control energy usage
throughout a building. And the energy savings can be
enormous. An IoT-enabled smart office building created by
Intel in Bangalore, India, for example, is estimated to be
saving $645,000 per year in energy and water costs.

• Indoor air quality (IAQ)
Studies show that poor air quality in an office building
can have adverse effects on workers’ concentration
and productivity. It can also impact their health, causing
nausea, headaches, nasal irritation and breathing
difficulties. By enabling IAQ monitoring in real time, IoT
sensors allow building managers and owners to evaluate
temperature, relative humidity and CO2 levels in different
points of a facility so they can take immediate steps to
improve them.

• Workforce/workspace optimization
Data derived from occupancy sensors embedded in
lighting fixtures can provide valuable information about
how occupants actually use building space, as well as
insights into how to reconfigure the space more efficiently,
not only to reduce leasing costs but to improve employee
productivity. This is a win-win for building management
and tenants alike. With space at a premium and rents
astronomical in many major cities, companies today
are looking to optimize occupancy and use the least
amount of space possible. One way to achieve this is
to follow the “hot desk” model, in which workers aren’t
assigned permanent desks but rather use a desk on
demand. But first, the occupancy of each desk needs
to be measured and recorded—an ideal assignment for
occupancy sensors.

• Intelligent lighting
Smart lighting solutions don’t just deliver better quality
and energy efficiency. They also do a lot more because
they include sensors and controls that tie into building
management systems—providing new levels of control
and a wealth of information about room usage, occupancy
levels, atmospheric conditions and more. Greater visibility
and control result in buildings that are more efficient
and better environments to work in. According to a
Gartner report, smart lighting has the potential to reduce
energy costs by as much as 90%.

• Cloud-based building controls
With its high degree of scalability and agility, the cloud
is particularly well suited for the high volumes of data
generated by IoT sensors, which now facilitate the remote
management of HVAC and lighting systems, as well as offsite visualizations of building premises. Building and facility
managers can now be anywhere and still have control
over the assets for which they’re responsible—lowering
maintenance costs, reducing time to repair and improving
service to tenants.
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Panduit, a leading innovator of solutions
that enable the digital building
The only end-to-end network and electrical infrastructure
solution provider, Panduit, is a key name in smart building
technology. From the data center to the office to the plant
floor to the production line, Panduit solutions are creating new
efficiencies and delivering huge cost savings.
Take cooling, for example. In the past, facilities have used
central cooling technology to maintain a consistent, cold
temperature. However, as energy prices rise and capacity
concerns grow more common, facilities managers and data
center operators are looking for something more—a way to
address concerns such as hot spots, humidity fluctuations
and air delivery problems while keeping costs and energy
usage down.
Panduit’s SynapSense Wireless Environmental Monitoring
Systems help optimize cooling capacity and energy efficiency
through turnkey intelligent software, wireless nodes and
exceptional professional services. Through networkto-Ethernet wireless mesh gateways, they capture and
visualize—in real time—temperature and humidity data that
can affect product quality and equipment performance,
as well as compliance reporting and energy optimization.
Facilities managers receive alerts of “out-of-state” conditions
in the event that the temperature and/or humidity rise above
or below a pre-set level. Being able to proactively control
temperature and humidity fluctuations cuts down on spoilage,
waste, and equipment damage or malfunction.
Whether it’s cooling, lighting or security, Panduit technology
is transforming facilities management and helping companies
in a broad range of industries work smarter and more
responsibly. It’s an investment that’s paying off in greater
productivity, employee satisfaction and huge cost savings.
To learn more, visit panduit.com.
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